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ABSTRACT
Shift work is associated with vitamin D level, sleep quality, and depressive symptoms. Vitamin
D and sleep quality are also associated with depressive symptoms. The purpose of this study was
to compare vitamin D level, sleep quality, and depressive symptoms between shift workers and
daytime workers and analyze the mediating effect of vitamin D and sleep quality between shift
work and depressive symptoms. Among those who participated in the Kangbuk Samsung Health
Study in 2012 and 2014, 82,078 cases of full-time workers were analyzed. We evaluated their shift
work, vitamin D level, sleep quality, and depressive symptoms with blood samples and ques-
tionnaires. Chi-square tests, t-tests, and path statistical analysis were performed. More depressive
symptoms, lower vitamin D levels, and poorer sleep quality were associated with shift work.
According to a path analysis, shift work had both a direct effect and an indirect effect on
depressive symptoms, each mediated by sleep quality and vitamin D level. When a multigroup
analysis was conducted for each sex, paths containing sleep quality were more significant in
female shift workers than male shift workers; paths involving vitamin D did not differ between
sexes. To assess depression risk in shift workers, evaluating vitamin D level and sleep quality is
essential. Also, sleep problems are more prevalent in female compared to male shift workers with
respect depression prevalence.
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Introduction

In the past several decades, the number of shift
workers has greatly increased due to the subdivision
of industrial structures and an increase in the service
sector of the economy; a similar trend can also be
seen in South Korea (Bae et al. 2017). With increases
in the number of shift workers, the significance of
the influence of shift work on health has also
increased. Shift work is associated with sleep disor-
ders (Agarwal et al., 2014); cancer (Akerstedt et al.
2015); chronic diseases such as diabetes (Gan et al.
2015); and cardiovascular diseases such as hyperten-
sion (Guo et al. 2013), stroke, andmyocardial infarc-
tion (Vyas et al. 2012). Sleep issues in shift workers
increase the risk of accidents (Dawson et al. 2011)
and are also associated with job stress (Harma 2006)
and depressive symptoms (Driesen et al. 2010).
Although shift work directly disturbs the circadian
rhythm and disrupts sleep, thereby leading to various
health issues, shift work is considered necessary for

the finely subdivided industrial structure; therefore,
there is an increasing need to manage the health of
shift workers (Hale et al. 1971).

Approximately 20% of required vitamin D is
obtained through food; however, most vitamin
D is produced endogenously by UVB exposure.
Low vitamin D concentration is associated with
various diseases, including autoimmune diseases,
infectious diseases, osteoporosis, obesity, and dia-
betes (Holick 2007; Pearce and Cheetham 2010).
Moreover, vitamin D deficiency is also related to
cardiovascular diseases such as stroke and coron-
ary artery disease (Wang et al. 2012) as well as
various neurological diseases such as multiple
sclerosis (Munger et al. 2006), Parkinson’s disease
(Knekt et al. 2010), and Alzheimer’s disease
(Littlejohns et al. 2014). Vitamin D deficiency
also has known associations with cancer and
respiratory disease mortality (Schottker et al.
2013), and its association with depression has
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been reported in multiple studies (Hoogendijk
et al. 2008; Milaneschi et al. 2010; Pan et al. 2009).

Vitamin D receptors and activating enzymes are
distributed in high concentrations in the hypotha-
lamus and substantia nigra (Eyles et al. 2005), and
damage to these areas is associated with depression
(Tsopelas et al. 2011). Vitamin D receptor gene
polymorphisms are associated with cognitive func-
tion disorders and depressive symptoms
(Kuningas et al. 2009). Vitamin D increases the
speed of neurotransmission and is also known to
have antioxidative and neuroprotective effects
(Buell and Dawson-Hughes 2008). Recent findings
have suggested that inflammation has a key role in
depression (Miller et al. 2009), and vitamin D has
been found to influence depression by lowering
inflammatory mediators (McCann and Ames
2008). As such, vitamin D influences neurological
diseases, particularly depression, through various
mechanisms.

Several studies have investigated the association
between shift work and vitamin D. In a Japanese
cross-sectional study conducted among indoor
shift workers, no significant difference in vitamin
D concentration was observed between daytime
workers and rotating shift workers (Itoh et al.
2011b); an Italian cross-sectional study suggested
that vitamin D concentrations were lower in shift
workers than in non-shift workers (Romano et al.
2015). In a British study conducted on 45-year-old
fixed shift workers, men did not have different
vitamin D concentrations according to their shifts
whereas women working night shifts had 8% lower
vitamin D concentrations (Ward et al. 2011).
Researches conducted thus far on shift work and
vitamin D concentration had low sample sizes and
are not consistent.

A systematic review has confirmed that shift
workers have poor sleep quality (Booker et al.
2018), and vitamin D has been associated with
sleep quality; in particular, when vitamin D was
provided, sleep latency decreased whereas sleep
efficiency and duration increased (Huang et al.
2013). The association between poor sleep quality
and depressive symptoms has been found in many
other groups as well (Skouteris et al. 2008, 2009).

Therefore, this study aimed to compare vitamin
D concentration, sleep quality, and depressive symp-
toms between shift workers and non-shift workers

using a large sample of medical examination data.
Through pathway analysis, this study also aimed to
elucidate the specific pathway through which shift
work, vitamin D, and sleep quality influence depres-
sive symptoms.

Materials and methods

Study population

The Kangbuk Samsung Health Study is a cohort of
adults above 18 years of age who receive regular
medical examinations every year or every two years
at two hospital healthcare centers located in Seoul
and Suwon. The results of annual or biennial exam-
inations are added to the cohort. Approximately 80%
are employees and their spouses at different compa-
nies that cover the cost of their examinations. The
rest are those who voluntarily pay for the costs of
examinations (Cho et al. 2018).

Among those who were examined at Kangbuk
Samsung Hospital healthcare center and partici-
pated in the Kangbuk Samsung Health Study in
2012 and 2014, 211,269 cases of workers who
worked for more than 40 hours per week were
examined. Of these, 60,629 cases were missing
vitamin D data; 7,784 were missing depression
scale data; and shift work information was missing
on 3,295 cases. All of these cases were excluded
from the study, and some of these cases qualified
for more than one exclusion criterion. Among the
144,210 cases remaining after exclusion, those that
had changes in shift work information were
excluded; subsequently, a total of 82,078 cases
were analyzed. This study was approved by the
Institutional Review Board at Kangbuk Samsung
Hospital. Because only anonymous data without
any identifiable personal information were used,
prior consent was waived for the participants.

Depressive symptoms

The Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression
Scale (CES-D) (Radloff 1977) was developed to diag-
nose and evaluate the severity of depressive symptoms,
and its reliability has already been confirmed inmulti-
ple previous studies. This study used the Korean ver-
sion of the Center for Epidemiologic Studies
Depression Scale (Chon et al. 2001).
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Quality of sleep

The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) (Buysse
et al. 1989) is a reliable, standardized questionnaire
measuring subjective sleep quality and quantitative
sleep-wake parameters from the previous month.
This index consists of 19 items in seven components,
and the scores range between 0 and 21. Higher scores
indicate a poorer sleep quality. CES-D and PSQI ques-
tionnaires are recorded on the web and the data are
managed at Kangbuk Samsung health study center.

Shift work and vitamin D

Participants responded to the question, “In the
past year, during which time of the day have you
worked themost?” using one of the following options:
“I work mostly during the day (between 6 AM and
6 PM)” and “I work during other hours.” Vitamin
D concentration was measured using total serum
vitamin D level measured in ng/ml. Blood samples
are collected from two health care centers, located in
Seoul and Suwon. Subjects visited health care centers
during the daytime at any season.

Statistical analysis

After comparing sex, age, vitamin D concentration,
sleep quality, and depressive symptoms between shift
and non-shift workers, a path model was established
based on previous literature in order to explain the
mediating paths between shift work and vitamin
D level as well as PSQI and depressive symptoms.
Subsequently, a path analysis was conducted to inves-
tigate the complex direct and indirect relationships
between shift work, vitamin D concentration, sleep
quality, and depressive symptoms. Next, a multigroup
analysis was conducted for each sex to investigate
differences between sexes. Basic statistical analyses
were conducted with PASW Statistics for Windows,
Version 18.0 (IBM Co., New York, USA), and the
path analysis was conducted with SmartPLS 3.0.

Results

There was no significant differences in age,
Vitamin D level, CES-D score and PSQI score
between 82,078 cases and the excluded. Among
82,078 cases, 2,666 (3.2%) worked in shifts; and

80.8% were male and 19.2% female. The propor-
tion of females was significantly higher in the shift
workers (7.2%) than daytime workers (2.3%). The
mean age of the shift workers was 35.8 years,
which was significantly younger than that of the
daytime workers (39.9 years). Vitamin D level was
significantly higher in the daytime workers
(17.02 ± 6.78) than shift workers (14.64 ± 5.99).
CES-D and PSQI score were significantly higher in
the shift workers (8.17 ± 8.12, 5.51 ± 2.65) than
daytime workers (6.06 ± 6.62, 4.85 ± 2.20)
(Table 1).

As explained in the Introduction, shift workers
are known to have poorer sleep quality, and vita-
min D level is known to be associated with this.
Moreover, vitamin D level is also associated with
sleep quality and depressive symptoms; PSQI score
is related to depressive symptoms. Based on pre-
vious literature, a theoretical model was estab-
lished for the analysis (Figure 1).

In SmartPLS modeling, Variance Inflation
Factor value should be less than 5 for good
model fit. According to the analysis, all inner
VIF values were less than 5, indicating a lack of
multicollinearity (Hair et al. 2014). In terms of
effect size (r2), the CES-D had a r2 of 0.07, thereby
explaining most of the variance of shift work.
According to the blindfolding test, vitamin D, the
CES-D, and the PSQI all had Q2 values exceeding
0 (Sarstedt et al. 2014). Various path coefficients
were significant. These findings indicated that the
model had adequate predictive fit.

Shift work was significantly associated with
depressive symptoms, sleep quality, and vitamin
D level; its indirect effect on depressive symptoms
was also significant, but its indirect effect on sleep
quality was not significant. Vitamin D level and sleep
quality were associated with depressive symptoms,

Table 1. General characteristics according to shift work
(N = 82,078).

Day worker (AM6~ PM6) Shift worker P value

Sex <0.001
Men 64,818 (97.7) 1,538 (2.3)
Women 14,594 (92.8) 1,128 (7.2)

Age 39.88 ± 6.23 35.84 ± 6.31 <0.001
Total vitamin D 17.02 ± 6.78 14.64 ± 5.99 <0.001
CES-D score 6.06 ± 6.62 8.17 ± 8.12 <0.001
PSQI score 4.85 ± 2.20 5.51 ± 2.65 <0.001

Data are presented as n (%) or mean±standard deviation.
* P value by chi-square test, t-test.
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but vitamin D level and sleep quality were not asso-
ciated with each other (Table 2).

In order to assess the specific path of the indir-
ect effect of shift work on depressive symptoms,
bootstrapping was performed. Shift work was
found to exert significant influences on depressive
symptoms through two indirect paths. In particu-
lar, shift work increased depressive symptoms
through the following paths: shift work -> sleep
quality -> depressive symptoms and shift work ->
vitamin D level -> depressive symptoms. The path
including both vitamin D and sleep quality was
not statistically significant (Table 3).

In order to investigate differences between
sexes, a multigroup analysis was performed for
each sex. Compared to the entire group, no sig-
nificant changes in paths were observed in both
females and males (Table 4).

The differences between females and males in
the results of the path analysis were analyzed using
the Welch-Satterthwaite test. The following paths
were more significant in female shift workers than
in male shift workers: shift work -> sleep quality,
sleep quality -> depressive symptoms, and shift

work -> depressive symptoms. The other paths
involving vitamin D did not differ significantly
between the sexes (Table 5).

Discussion

Similar to previous research findings, this study
found that shift workers have more depressive
symptoms and poorer sleep quality. Vitamin
D levels were significantly lower in shift workers
than in daytime workers. According to a path
analysis, shift work was found to have indirect
and direct influences on depressive symptoms.
Vitamin D and sleep quality also influenced
depressive symptoms, and vitamin D did not
have any direct influence on sleep quality.
Whereas shift work directly influenced depressive
symptoms, shift work also had indirect influences
on depressive symptoms, each mediated by sleep
quality and vitamin D.

Sleep issues are the most important health issue
among shift workers. Shift work directly influences
the normal chronobiological rhythm and decreases
sleep quality (Santorek-Strumillo et al. 2012).
Because shift workers work during hours that do
not agree with their physiological or social circa-
dian rhythm, these workers experience sleep diffi-
culties (Monk 2000). Moreover, a decline in sleep
quality is directly related to mortality (Akerstedt
et al. 2002) and can also influence depression by
decreasing the secretion of melatonin (Sallinen
and Kecklund 2010). The correlation between
sleep quality and depressive symptoms, which has

Figure 1. Results from path analyses for predicting the associa-
tion CES-D score with shift work, PSQI and vitamin
D (***P < 0.001).

Table 2. Direct, indirect and total effects of Shift work, Vitamin D and PSQI on CES-D score.
Direct effect Indirect effects Total effects

β se T P value β P β P value

Shift work→PSQI 0.039 0.004 8.974 <0.001 0.001 0.212 0.040 <0.001
Shift work→Vitamin D −0.063 0.003 19.130 <0.001 −0.063 <0.001
PSQI→CES-D 0.257 0.004 62.668 <0.001 0.257 <0.001
Vitamin D→PSQI −0.004 0.003 1.252 0.211 −0.004 0.211
Vitamin D→CES-D −0.035 0.003 9.967 <0.001 −0.001 0.212 −0.036 <0.001
Shift work→CES-D 0.044 0.004 10.165 <0.001 0.012 <0.001 0.056 <0.001

Table 3. Specific indirect effects of shift work on CES-D score.
β se T P value

Shift work→PSQI→CES-D 0.010 0.001 8.782 <0.001
Shift work→VitD→PSQI→CES-D 0.000 0.000 1.247 0.213
Shift work→VitD→CES-D 0.002 0.000 8.992 <0.001
Shift work→VitD→PSQI 0.000 0.000 1.249 0.212
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already been established in a previous study (De
Gennaro et al. 2004), was also found in the present
study. This study found that shift work negatively
influences sleep quality, thereby increasing depres-
sive symptoms. Various measures, including mel-
atonin, pharmacological treatment, caffeine, and
naps were considered to maintain proper sleep
quality in shift workers (Liira et al. 2014).
However, no clear method of implementation for
any of these measures has been suggested. Specific
studies on such measures should be conducted in
the future.

Vitamin D level was significantly lower in the
shift workers than in the daytime workers.
Vitamin D, which is a required liposoluble vita-
min, is synthesized in the skin upon exposure to
UVB; and this synthesis accounts for most of the
daily requirement of vitamin D (Dusso et al. 2005).
When changes in vitamin D levels because of food,
vitamin D supplements, and use of sunbeds were
comparatively analyzed, the use of sunbeds was
found to be the factor that influenced vitamin
D level the most (Brot et al. 2001). Shift work

leads to less exposure to UVB compared to non-
shift work, which could lead to differences in vita-
min D level (Itoh et al. 2011b). Shift workers may
be exposed less to sunlight outside of working
hours, and this could greatly influence their vita-
min D concentration.

Moreover, shift workers have a poorer diet than
non-shift workers (PLoS Medicine Editors 2011),
and this could lead to less vitamin D absorption
from food (Itoh et al. 2011a). Shift workers tend to
be more exposed to high-sugar and high-fat foods,
including those sold in vending machines. Fish,
egg, and dairy products, including milk and butter,
are rich in vitamin D; but shift workers tend to
prefer sweet foods that can be easily prepared
(Wong et al. 2010). Moreover, owing to difficulties
in adapting to changes in the circadian rhythm,
a night shift leads to changes in dietary habits.
Shift workers tend to consume snacks for sugar
intake during night shifts, and this results in
a decreased consumption of animal protein
sources, which are important sources of vitamin
D (Atkinson et al. 2008).

Many studies have investigated the correlation
between vitamin D and depressive symptoms using
the CES-D. Regardless of age, region, and race, low
vitamin D levels are associated with depressive
symptoms in healthy adults (Hoang et al. 2011),
the elderly (Hoogendijk et al. 2008), and middle-
aged adults (Pan et al. 2009). In particular, the
association tends to be stronger in people with
a past history of depression. This indicates that
vitamin D levels should be closely monitored in
shift workers who have a previous or current

Table 4. Results from multi-group analysis for predicting the association CES-D score with shift work and vitamin D.
Direct effect Indirect effects Total effects

β T P value β P value β P value

Female
Shift work→PSQI 0.054 5.634 <0.001 −0.000 0.463 0.054 <0.001
Shift work→Vitamin D −0.048 7.074 <0.001 −0.048 <0.001
PSQI→CES-D 0.242 28.853 <0.001 0.242 <0.001
Vitamin D→PSQI 0.006 0.747 0.455 0.006 0.455
Vitamin D→CES-D −0.015 1.998 0.046 0.001 0.454 −0.014 <0.078
Shift work→CES-D 0.087 8.604 <0.001 0.014 <0.001 0.100 <0.001

Male
Shift work→PSQI 0.029 6.234 <0.001 −0.000 0.811 0.029 <0.001
Shift work→Vitamin D −0.038 10.252 <0.001 −0.038 <0.001
PSQI→CES-D 0.261 59.399 <0.001 0.261 <0.001
Vitamin D→PSQI 0.001 0.243 0.808 0.001 0.808
Vitamin D→CES-D −0.014 3.647 <0.001 0.000 0.808 −0.013 0.001
Shift work→CES-D 0.009 2.281 0.023 0.008 <0.001 0.017 <0.001

Table 5. Results of Welch-Satterthwaite test for gender sub-
group (Female vs Male).

Direct effect
Indirect
effects Total effects

T P value T P value T P value

Shift work→PSQI 2.381 0.017 0.601 0.548 2.363 0.018
Shift
work→Vitamin D

1.289 0.197 1.289 0.197

PSQI→CES-D 2.056 0.040 2.056 0.040
Vitamin D→PSQI 0.568 0.570 0.568 0.570
Vitamin D→CES-D 0.204 0.838 0.552 0.581 0.068 0.946
Shift work→CES-D 7.181 <0.001 2.097 0.036 7.657 <0.001
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history of depression. Vitamin D has neuroprotec-
tive effects through antioxidative actions and lowers
inflammatory cytokines to suppress inflammation;
these actions influence brain health and prevent
depression (Hoang et al. 2011). Moreover, because
low vitamin D levels may also predict the future
occurrence of depression (Milaneschi et al. 2010),
maintaining vitamin D levels at adequate levels in
shift workers is an important factor for managing
and preventing depression.

The US Institute Of Medicine recommends dif-
ferent age-based supplements for populations lack-
ing vitamins (Ross et al. 2011). Although no
specific guidelines or previous studies on shift
workers deficient in vitamin D are available, vita-
min D is certainly necessary. Further, vitamin
D can help prevent depressive symptoms and car-
diovascular diseases as well as breast cancer in
female shift workers. A vitamin D level below
20 ng/ml is associated with the occurrence of and
increased mortality from colorectal cancer, pros-
tate cancer, and breast cancer (Holick 2007).
Additionally, a Swedish cohort study and
a Canadian case-control study indicated that UV
exposure during adolescence decreases the occur-
rence of breast cancer in women (Anderson et al.
2011; Yang et al. 2011).

When a multigroup analysis was conducted for
each sex to investigate differences between the
sexes, the following paths were more significant
in female shift workers than in male shift workers:
shift work -> sleep quality, sleep quality -> depres-
sive symptoms, and shift work -> depressive symp-
toms. In other words, female shift workers had
more depressive symptoms than did male shift
workers. In the general population, the prevalence
of depression in women is known to be high
(Angst et al. 2002). In non-shift worker group in
this study, the CES-D score of women
(10.48 ± 9.61) was significantly higher than that
of men (6.47 ± 6.31). Depressive symptoms of
women were consistently higher than that of men
regardless of specific conditions. Although the
paths involving vitamin D did not differ between
sexes, the path through which shift work influ-
ences depressive symptoms through sleep quality
differed between sexes. Female shift workers may
have more difficulty falling asleep and more sleep
issues than male shift workers (Admi et al. 2008).

Moreover, because of high risk of mortality
(Åkerstedt et al. 2004) and high level of fatigue
(Åhsberg et al. 2000), females may also have lower
shift work tolerance. Although some studies indi-
cated no sex differences (Ansiau et al. 2008), sys-
tematic review suggested sex differences in shift
work tolerance because of sleep issues (Saksvik
et al. 2011). A similar finding was obtained in
this study; therefore, managing sleep issues in
female shift workers will assist in preventing
depressive symptoms.

This study has several limitations. Because this
study was conducted among East Asian indivi-
duals living at specific altitudes in the northern
hemisphere, generalization of the findings to
other populations is difficult. In latitudes above
40 degrees in the northern hemisphere, UVB
exposure for vitamin D synthesis is thought to be
insufficient between October and March (Holick
1995). Moreover, 6–8 weeks of delay are present
between UVB exposure and vitamin D level
changes (Lucas et al. 2005). Future studies, there-
fore, should consider the delay in time between
seasonal changes in UVB exposure and vitamin
D level. Shift work patterns were investigated not
through objective data but through questions
assessing shift work patterns in the past year, so
individual bias may exist. This study also failed to
consider individual sensitivity to shift work. The
eveningness chronoype is more tolerant to shift
work than the morningness chronotype (Saksvik
et al. 2011). However, this study could not take
these aspects into consideration. Nevertheless,
more than 2,600 cases of full-time shift work
were investigated; and this study also investigated
the influence of shift work, vitamin D, and sleep
quality on depressive symptoms in each sex.

According to a 10-year follow-up, shift work
was associated with depressive symptoms as well
as the occurrence of depression (Driesen et al.
2011). In this study shift work was directly asso-
ciated with depressive symptoms and was found to
indirectly influence depressive symptoms through
sleep quality and vitamin D level. Depression is
one of the most common diseases in workers and
is most frequently associated with work-related
illness or long-term sick leave (Henderson et al.
2005; Lexis et al. 2009). Depression also has a great
social cost. Therefore, there is an urgent need to
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manage depression in workers (Ustun et al. 2004).
This study found that vitamin D and sleep quality
partially mediate the depressive symptoms of shift
workers through their respective paths. This indi-
cates that other factors can influence the relation-
ship between shift work and depression. In order
to establish policies to manage and prevent depres-
sion in shift workers, various other related factors
should be investigated.
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